Complete automated turnkey solutions for agencies and depots

Flexible solutions for parcel handling and sortation

- Ultimate offer to guarantee customers’ business results
- Proprietary technologies for different level of performances
- A full range of services to maintain long-term profitable and sustainable operations
Integrated solutions based on cutting-edge technology

Today, postal and express-courier operators need to automate their logistics centers to be more efficient optimizing delivery time and costs of the handled items.

Fives offers automated solutions tailored for low-end handling performances systems typical of agencies and depots.

Fives’ designs, integrates and installs different equipment such as pop-up sorter, swivel, data-capture systems, labelers, belt and roller conveyors taking into account the level of automation needed, items flows and characteristics, availability of the building space and size of the investment.

These typical linear sorting solutions are equipped with single point diverters and are useful to partially or completely automate the handling in customers’ warehouses.

ITEMS HANDLED
- Parcels
- E-commerce packets
- Documents / Flyers
- Flat garments and Accessories

MARKETS SERVED
- Postal
- Express-courier
- Distribution

Data-capture system
Single point diverters
Roller and belt conveyors